The Fire MOU Partnership
• Started as a Settlement Agreement between the Forest Service and Sierra Forest Legacy
(Fall 2014)
• Expanded to 11 initial partners including: Cal Fire, Sierra Nevada Conservancy, The
Nature Conservancy, National Parks Service, The Wilderness Society, The Sierra Club,
Center for Biological Diversity, Northern California Prescribed Fire Council, Southern
Sierra Prescribed Fire Council. (Fall 2015)
• New Partners added by (June 2016) included: Audubon Canyon Ranch, Bureau of Land
Management, California Forestry Association, CA State Parks, Central Coast Prescribed
Fire Council, CSERC, NRCS, Southern California Edison, UC Berkeley Center for Fire
Research and Outreach, and other individuals.
• More parties to be added . . . Pacific Forest Trust; Pepperwood Preserve

FIRE MOU Partners have a Steering Committee and 3
primary work groups:
• Capacity Work Group---increasing training and staff capacity to do more fire
work; cross jurisdictional work that gets to larger acreage resilience;
• Policy Work Group---defining the barriers to increased fire use; remove or
limit impact of barriers (and keep support of stakeholders);
-air quality issues such as limits on burn duration; per acre fees
-burn day availability, fuel moistures, staff and logistic support
-public understanding of the need for fire in the ecosystem.
-risks of burning and risks of not burning
-public health and emissions trade-offs
-overcoming a century plus of fire exclusion

• Communication and Outreach Work Group—media framing of fire and fire
effects, using language that builds understanding and support v. fear and
insecurity.

Fire Management
What Guides Us:
• Centuries of fire use by Native Californians for natural resource and cultural benefits.
• The Best Available Science from Dr. Harold Biswell in 1960, to SNEP 1996, to Dr.
Malcolm North et. al. 2015, to today, scientists have been calling for increased fire use and
warning us of the consequences . . . if we don’t increase fire use.
• The Governor’s Tree Mortality Emergency Proclamation  Increase prescribed fire.
• The Fire MOU Partnership promoting increased fire use for ecological and other benefits
such as public health and community safety.
• Forest Service Leadership Intent-2011—Fire Exclusion and past management decisions got
us where we are today, which is . . . not a good place.
• The State Fire Plan
• The ultimate consequences of fire exclusion (the King Fire; the Rim Fire). The King fire
landscape has seen significant activity over the past century BUT no significant fire use
since 1908 . . .
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Burning Questions
Can we re-establish fire as a primary disturbance
and gain the benefits of increased, ecologically
significant, pace and scale of restoration?

Fire in the past . . .
Prehistoric fire and emissions in CA forests, woodlands, shrublands,
grasslands (Stephens et al. 2007)
“The idea that U.S. wildfire area of approximately two million ha
annually is extreme is certainly a 20th or 21st century perspective.”
“Approximately 1.8 million ha (4.45 million acres) burned annually in
California prehistorically (pre-1800)”.
Much of California has changed since 1850 but our forestlands are still
forestlands.
Burning Question: What are the implications of fire exclusion in
strongly fire-associated forests in the Sierra Nevada?
487,000 ac burned annually in the Sierra Nevada (North et al. 2015)
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Current Pace and Scale: One measure is against historic rates:
How much of the Sierra Nevada burned/yr? About ½ million ac

North, M.P., B.M. Collins, and S.L. Stephens. 2012. Using fire to increase the scale,
benefits and future maintenance of fuels treatments. Journal of Forestry 110: 392-401.

Current Pace and Scale on National Forests
Historical Rate of Fire

487,486 acres/year

Current Rates of
Treatment* (1998-2008)
• Mechanical treatment
• Prescribed fire

36,854
28,598
8,256

 Current treatment is 7.6% of historical rate
 Annual Deficit = 450,000 acres/year
*For this same 11 year period, wildfire burned an average of 51,000
ac/yr. But current wildfire is often not a treatment, averaging
>33% high severity on Forest Service land (Miller et al. 2012)

The Fire “Debt” or Backlog is Much Greater
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At current rates, 66% of National Forest Lands will never get treated

Consequences of Fire Suppression

• Suppression only postpones: fuel loads increase and
escaped ignitions occur during extreme weather
• Since the start of effective suppression in the 1920s, in
the contiguous U.S., 16 of the 20 largest wildfires have
occurred in just the last 14 years
• Fire is inevitable: Choice is between beneficial fire
mostly on your terms vs. triaging ‘Act of God’ events

Implications
• Even if you quadrupled the current
rate of mechanical treatment to
>100,000 ac/yr, you’d still be
treating <¼ of what’s needed
• And almost ½ of Sierra firesheds
you cannot significantly affect
wildfire spread or intensity with
only thinning
• Fire is the only way to truly change
pace and scale.
• Its up to us to decide what kind of
fire we want.
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Fire and Air Quality Management
Air Quality Science and Public
Health Impacts . . .
Air Quality research in California
points to the need for active fire
program to protect public health
(Schweizer and Cisneros 2016)

Emissions from Rim Fire impacted 7
million person/days with unhealthy
air.
In addition to resource damage, the
Rim Fire health-related impacts est. is
$600 million (Long et al. 2017)

7 Million total person-days of exposure to higher than normal
levels of PM 2.5 from the Rim Fire between August 22nd and
September 10th.
Values that exceed 35 µg/mᵌ are considered unhealthy for
sensitive groups.

Large smoke plumes occurring on August 23-25 and August 2829 when PM values exceeded 55.5 µg/mᵌ which is unhealthy for
all populations.
Very unhealthy and unhealthy days occurred at 10 monitoring
sites in the central Sierra, northern Sierra and Nevada.
On way to determine economic impact is to multiple persondays of impact by willingness to pay to avoid exposure. Studies
suggest the costs of the Rim smoke impacts approximate $600
million dollars.
Long et al. 2017 Journal of Forestry.

Schweizer and Cisneros 2016 Change conventional thinking on smoke
management to prioritize long term air quality and public health.

Smoke Management . . . what counts? When did
counting start (baselines set), what is not counted?
Title 17 of the California Code of Regulations
Article I, Chapter 2 Smoke Management Guidelines for agricultural and
prescribed burning. §80111 General Purpose

Aligning Smoke Management with Ecological and Public Health Goals
Long et al. 2017 Journal of Forestry

• Expanding discussion of extent of emissions impacts in regulatory findings
supported by better real-time monitoring of smoke plumes, better models,
and a broader assessment of pubic health and economic impact of megaemissions versus a well-managed use of fire for multiple resource benefits.
• There was a 53% reduction in emissions from areas in the Rim Fire footprint
that had either prescribed fire or resource objective wildfires since 2002
(10,385 acres). Had the entire area be treated with fire the overall emissions
would have been reduced by 48%.
• When conditions are right, large areas can burn with relatively minor smoke
impacts.
• Better to manage fire based on monitored smoke concentrations versus
using generalized assumptions about per/ac emissions or predetermined
area limits.

Federal Clean Air Act 42 U.S.C. §7401 et seq. (1970)
NAAQS first set in 1971
• Anthropogenic pollution (human caused but . . .we need to re-examine this
definition in light of increased ecological literacy regarding fire and ecosystem
function)
• Primary purpose of the Clean Air Act is to protect public health.
• NAAQS developed to regulate pollution levels and drive unsafe levels of
pollution to scientifically defined safe levels in a specific timeframe.
• Federal EPA considers wildfire an event outside of its regulatory control

EPA Air Quality Guidance letter of 2013
Reflect EPA’s current thinking on exceptional events issues
• 2016 Exceptional Events Rule recognizes the value of Prescribed Fire and
Wildfire managed for multiple resource benefits but . . .

Wildfire Fighting Costs Continue to $oar

Expanding Community Fire Protection Efforts
• 2015 Butte Fire—70,868 acres/921 structures including 549 homes
lost/2 fatalities/cause-powerlines
• 2015 Valley Fire-70,067 acres/1,955 structures including 1,281
homes/4 firefighters injured and 4 civilian fatalities/cause electrical.
• We need help with all aspects of community fire protection. Folks
aren’t doing the work they need to do to live in the strongly fire
adapted landscapes of California.

Only you can help
us increase fire
use in California
THANK YOU !

